
I am one of midnight’s children, born in the near-aftermath of India’s 
independance from British rule. My father was at the heart of an art 
movement informed by a nationalist awareness of the country’s artistic 
heritage, yet marked by an aspiration for what was most modern on an 
international scale. An integrated approach to art and craft and an interest in 
other eastern traditions led to reformulations of oriental aesthetics and the 
notion of a pan-Asian identity with a view to reclaiming a hitherto obscured 
cultural heritage. Santiniketan, the World University of Rabindranath Tagore 
and Kala Bhavan, the nucleus of art education within that institution, 
represented the home and the world to me. (Slides of Tagore) 
 
This is not really the occasion to trace the history of modern art in India. 
Yet, the specifics of my antecedents would be easier understood by way of 
some illumination of my relationship with two important locations of the 
development of modern art in India: Santiniketan and Baroda, situated at the 
eastern and western ends of the country. My father studied, then painted and 
taught at Kalabhavan in Santiniketan, Tagore’s University, for the major part 
of his life. (Slides of BBM) My mother left cosmopolitan Bombay, and the 
financial and social security of her family, to study art at Kalabhavan. She 
then trained herself in wood-carving and became one of the few women 
sculptors of her time. From both my parents, as well as from the ideological 
orientation of Santiniketan, I inherited, along with a love of nature, a respect 
for craft: craft practice as a process and for the craft object in itself. I have 
always admired the directness and physicality of Ram Kinker’s outdoor 
sculpture (Slides of Kinkar) but closer to home it is my mother’s direct 
method of carving wood that has probably influenced me. There is a quality 
of naïve animism in her work that breathes a transgressive life into her 
modernist forms. (Slides of LM)  She privileged immediacy and spontaneity 
even at the risk of seeming childlike. 
  
When I decided to study painting - I was sixteen years old -  my father, who  
had, by then, already lost his eyesight, thought Baroda would be a good 
place for a progressive education in art, since Kalabhavan in Santiniketan 
was at the time going through a decline. He held K G Subramanyan, who 
was teaching at Baroda at the time, in high regard, having known him 
personally during Subramanyan’s own student days at Santiniketan. 
 
In Baroda my latent interest in craft found conducive soil. I came to use 
natural fibres -first as an exercise in making craft for the school fair, and 
having got a feel of it - for my specialization in  post- graduate studies. 



Although in the sixties and early seventies, even in Baroda, the boundaries 
between sculpture and painting, were still quite distinct, Subrmanyan’s own 
work and his ideas gave my effort the precedents and support I required. 
Thus equipped, I moved out into the more professional world of Delhi. I 
chose to live in Delhi where I thought I would get more professional outlets 
for the kind of work I was doing, encouraged by the commission of a large 
fibre installation for a trade fair. Commissions did come by, giving me the 
opportunity to work on a scale I would not otherwise have had the chance or 
resources to work on. But at the same time there was the struggle against the 
more hidebound categories within the contemporary art world of Delhi – 
questions about what is sculpture, what is craft, what is a permanent 
medium, what is not - a debate sharpened by the competitive edge of 
professionalism I had not previously encountered.  
 
I worked in Delhi with fibre for over twenty-five years, between 1972 well 
into the 1990s, in the medium I had learnt to love many years ago, even as 
the relationship of the material to the structuring process changed and 
evolved. By the mid-nineties I started to try my hand at making ceramic 
sculpture, enjoying it’s immediate and voluptuous pleasures, working at 
workshops in Delhi’ Sanskriti Pratishthan. In 1996 I was invited for the first 
time to work at the European Ceramic Work Center in Holland. It gave me 
the opportunity work with ceramics on a large scale and to use colour 
unabashedly in a medium which in India till then was associated with glazes 
of discreet colour. By now I had come to understand the pleasures of 
responding to the demands – both its possibilities and its limitations - of a 
new technical procedure. Even though my basic artistic impulses remained 
much the same, engagement with a new medium would reveal exciting new 
possibilities and challenges. It was this excitement that drew me to working 
in bronze, and the struggles and adventures of working in a technique in 
which I had no prior training forced me to improvise: with technique, and  
naturally, with form. I first exhibited my bronze sculptures in 2004 and 
continue to work in the medium. 
 
My early work was a response to the vegetation and flora that I had loved in 
the garden towns I grew up in: Santiniketan, Mussoorie and Dehradun. 
Gradually biomorphic elements enlivened the stillness of hot- house plants 
as the interplay of planes in relief grew more complex and acquired body. 
My medium had initially led me to sculpture in relief. Gradually I realized 
the potentials of that form and reacted against the academic purism that kept 
relief low in the hierarchy of sculpture. Much of the best traditional 



sculpture in India and in many part of the world is, after all, in relief. 
However, gradually, scale, posture and mien brought the human and even 
meta-human into the persona I was building up. My anthropomorphic deities 
owe much to the equation with awe and reverence that a traditional 
invocatory deity inspires in her spectator. But my mythology is de-
conventionalized and personal as indeed are my methods and materials. 
 
At the art school in Baroda, a preoccupation with rural craft traditions had 
been endemic. I, too, traveled to remote village fairs and sought the 
experience of tribal festivity and ritual as a young art student. Later, when I 
traveled abroad and visited the world’s museums African art and the art of 
Oceania and the so-called primitive peoples found a special place in my 
world. I had a passion for travelling, and with my husband we would take 
off in our old car to areas usually accessible only by jeeps and army 
vehicles. His work as an architect in rural development projects took us to 
far flung places, to Bhutan, to the interior forests in the tribal belt of Madhya 
Pradesh and Orissa etc. Within a given tradition the functions of an art 
object, whether votive or functional, overlap in strange and unpredictible 
ways. This is what gives the object layers of meaning and makes it 
accessible to even those outside the tradition. And this is how I feel the arts 
of the past and from all over the world could forge links with contemporary 
art. My work is influenced by a variety of such objects and sculpture. 
Discovering indigenous traditions in the course of my travels in South East 
Asia has been one of my my greatest pleasures in recent years. Its been a 
way to understand traditional arts and crafts in native locations while 
experiencing cult objects and icons en situ.  This contact, this excitement is 
what sparks my creativity.  
 
 
 
It is not only the appearance of a traditional craft object to which I respond; 
the pattern of its genesis is equally important. So even though I make 
modern sculpture for a contemporary audience, I have enjoyed taking my 
cue from the linguistics developed by the practice of craft. The celebration 
of nature through artifice in my early work in fibre is perhaps not dissimilar 
to that enacted by, say, a performer of the Teyyam dance of Kerala.  
Elaborate masks and costumes and conventionalized movements and 
gestures rule out a naturalistic interpretation of characters. They create an 
abstraction of form and movement that appears to have an autonomy based 
on a system of equivalences. Similarly when I have a floral presence in 



mind, the assertive nature of my medium and the necessarily attenuated 
linguistics of weaving and knotting exclude any kind of naturalistic equation 
with form. The knot-by-knot, tier-by-tier growth of forms allows me a 
language of tangential equivalences. The direct immediacy of presence that 
comes through is then all the more exciting. 
 
Despite the laborious and time-consuming process that my work entails, I 
enjoy the physical immediacy of its presence. Although my work process 
and medium entails an oblique relationship to my image making, I am not 
keen to forfeit its gut presence. My material creates an obtrusive physicality, 
yet the logic of the nature of that physicality is make-believe. Increasingly, 
my image-making celebrates this aspect of sculptural practice, playing with 
the mock theatrics of impersonation. Just as fibre-string impersonates body, 
costume and armour, my larger than life-size actors play their super-human 
roles: grotesque but benign queens of the jungle, reptilian guardians or 
opulent deities of an enchanted arbour. 
 
 
This brings me to another aspect of traditional image-making. I like the 
feeling of awe when you walk into the confined space of a temple sanctum 
and look up to beheld a large iconic presence. My work is a celebration of 
that sense of wonder. Often when I have exhibited my work in India, it is not 
unusual that passers-by should pause by the gallery window to pay 
obeisance, ascribing to my sculpture the attributes of whichever divinity they 
have in mind, or offer a flower in reverence. Were I to allow whimsy a 
leeway, I’d say that this impromptu act completes, in a sense, the process of 
evolution or efflorescence of my icons. Rope or string suggests a logic of 
aggregation of addition or extension.The forming material of the sculpture 
precludes any reductive carving options. My art grows out of a tension 
between this improvisatory, additive process of knotting and the 
monumental possibilities of sculpture. It is between these opposites that I 
work, the one as a counterpoint to the other. I like to embrace a set of 
polarities: ascension and descent, inside and outside, male and female within 
a single configuration, the more to posit a potential blurring of boundaries. 
 
In the course of manipulating clay, the serenity of my initial image soon 
comes to be overlaid, and indeed supplanted, by the logic of the organic, as 
if the female Buddha-like figures had been claimed by rampant nature in the 
manner of the tangled imbrication of stone and vegetation of some of the  



temples at Angkor Wat. Thus, forms well up from the ground in a plethora 
of rents and folds, now matte, now glistening, at once grave and grotesque. 
 
 
 
It follows that I see my work as a sequence of working improvisations, 
totems of the celebration of wonder, not unlike the outcroppings of 
autonomous sanctums around the central deity in a temple. Rather than 
emulating the classical forms of the stone divinities that adorn our traditional 
temples, it is the principle of adornment itself that informs my working 
aesthetic. Ornament, at once voluptuous and invasive, conceived as a 
structuring module, gradually burgeoning into a temple-like form: therein 
lies my inspiration. 
 
When I started working with bronze and submitted my fragile wax offerings 
to fire I was not quite prepared for the transmuted forms that emerged. 
Malleable shapes in red wax metamorphosed into an unfamiliar metal. 
Colour turned elusive and fugitive surface sheen alluded to life strata that 
appeared out of reach. Learning as I proceeded, I sought technical advice, 
but temeramentally disinclined to accept conventional solutions, rejected 
most of the ‘solutions’ that were offered. Instead, I scoured the city’s 
hardware markets for tools and implements,and ventured forth - as though 
on an excavation site - to bring my ‘finds’ to life. I roped in the technical 
resources of the neighborhood dental laboratory, appropriating their 
expertise in drilling and scraping. It helped me hone my improvised skills. 
My attention to the ‘finds’ from the kiln was lavish: scraping and burnishing, 
anointing and embellishing till the processes of finding and crafting yielded 
a form, or memories of  it.   
 
While working in wax, I often have the impression of making bodily organs. 
Sometimes I assert the taut, phallic fullness of limbs in polished bronze, too, 
figures of sentience as such. Chrysalid forms, flamboyant fossil, pod or 
ornament, washed ashore. Yet, they might well return to their natural 
element, irridescent. Working in bronze has brought to my work other kinds 
of blurrings: the shifting boundaries between a tensile physicality and a 
tenuous fragility, between the bounteous and the corroded, the efflorescent 
and the vestigial.  
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